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DISCLAIMER

The information contained in this document is general 
information only, is current only as at the date it is 
provided and has been prepared using information from 
carsales.com Limited’s (carsales) own internal analytics 
systems available at the time of preparation of this 
publication and from third parties. carsales takes care 
to ensure that the material in this document is accurate 
and complete, however it does not warrant the accuracy 
or completeness of any representations made in the 
document or that the material is suitable for any purpose. 
You are responsible for assessing the material and rely 
on it at your own risk. To the full extent permitted by 
law, carsales excludes all guarantees, warranties or 
representations of any kind in relation to the material 
and all liability for loss or damage (including indirect or 
consequential loss or damage) which may be incurred in 
connection with your use of or reliance on the material 
contained in this document.

The information contained in this document is  
© carsales.com Limited and is carsales’ exclusive 
property. You will not acquire any intellectual property 
rights in this information. You must keep this document 
and its contents confidential and must not disclose it to 
any third party without carsales’ prior written consent.
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Electric Vehicles (EVs) are increasing in popularity 
globally thanks to wide-ranging government 
incentives, falling battery production costs and 
bespoke automaker investment in EV platforms and 
production facilities. 

While EV consideration is high in Australia, overall 
adoption is low, curtailed predominantly by a lack of 
affordable purchase options in popular body styles 
such as utes and large SUVs, and concerns over 
driving range, and availability and ease of charging.

Better education and advice is required to improve 
consumers’ understanding around key barriers to EV 
adoption, and the benefits of EV ownership such as 
reduced lifetime maintenance costs.

Executive summary

1.

2.

3.
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Entrenched consumer attitudes and behaviours 
around refuelling Internal Combustion Engine (ICE) 
vehicles are out of step with those required to best 
own and operate an EV.

Consumer consideration factors for EVs vary 
greatly between age demographics, with younger 
consumers more influenced by emotional factors 
such as design, performance and sound, while 
experienced car owners are more concerned about 
practical considerations such as driving range, and 
availability and ease of charging.

4.

5.
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While EVs are not a new concept—their invention stretches 
back nearly 200 years—the ICE vehicle has reigned supreme 
as the conventional car of choice for motorists globally since 
the early 1900s.

However, renewed interest in EV technology thanks to the rise 
of EV-specialist Tesla Motors in the early 2010s, accelerated 
sharply in the wake of the Volkswagen Dieselgate scandal in 
2015, and the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic in late 2019.

As a consequence of these events and government pledges to 
tackle the effects of climate change, reduce carbon emissions 
and improve citizen health and wellbeing, legacy automakers 
have been forced to consider technologies that deliver on 
these counts—including revisiting EV technology.

Fortunately, the benefits of EVs for current and future 
generations of motorists are numerous. Indeed, through EV 
technology advancement, legacy and upstart automakers 
have rapidly delivered on the scope to improve vehicle safety 
systems, deliver faster acceleration, improve ride quality 
and handling, offer better infotainment and connectivity, 
provide greater interior and storage space, cut running and 
maintenance costs, and reduce vehicle emissions—to name 
just a few.

Introduction
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However, despite the momentum of the EV movement globally, 
Australia has been recognised by automakers and governments 
as an EV laggard, impacting the range of EVs available for 
consumers to purchase.

To deliver a holistic view of the domestic EV marketplace, 
Australia’s #1 for cars, carsales, has compiled a comprehensive 
study illustrating the market, political, social and behavioural 
factors influencing consumer consideration and adoption of 
EVs in Australia.

The study comprises of three surveys of consumer sentiment 
towards EVs:

1. carsales Loop insights community, 1–7 June, 2019 (n=1144)
2. carsales Loop insights community, 16–23 February, 2021 (n=1102)
3. carsales onsite survey, Electric Vehicle survey, 11–14 May, 2021 

(n=753)

Specific findings of the carsales study were also validated by a 
special Australian EV consumer sentiment survey conducted by 
search leader, Google.

For the purpose of the study, an EV is defined as a vehicle that is 
powered exclusively by batteries.



Ford Mustang Mach-E
Image source: Ford
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EV LANDSCAPE
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Government intervention—via consumer subsidies 
for EVs, emissions targets, and punitive tariffs for 
ICE vehicles—is stimulating consumer demand for 
EVs in Europe, China and the U.S.

Battery production costs continue to fall and are 
edging closer to those of an internal combustion 
engine.

OEMs are increasingly choosing to pool resources 
into dedicated EV platforms, models and production 
facilities. Indeed, many OEMs have announced 
their intention to phase out the production of ICE 
vehicles by 2030.

The global automotive market is transforming at breakneck 
speed, with electrification a key technology. A number of 
trends are contributing to increasing EV adoption around the 
world including:

1.

2.

3.



Source: International Energy Agency (IEA).
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EVs as a percentage of new car sales in 2020

Note: Includes the sale of both EVs and PHEVs.
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Australia has lagged behind many international markets, with 
EVs making up less than 1% of Australian new car sales in 2020. 

Nonetheless, in the face of the challenges presented by the 
COVID-19 pandemic, 2020 was still a year of progress for 
Australian EV sales. The 1,769 EVs reported sold by the Federal 
Chamber of Automotive Industries were an increase of 16.2% 
on 2019, and in contrast to the 13.7% decline of the broader 
new car market.1

This result excludes the sales of 
Australian EV market leader, Tesla, 
which sold more EVs in 20202 than 
every other brand combined at:

Sources: 1FCAI VFACTS, January–December 2020.  
2carsales internal data, 2015–2020.

2015 2016 2018 2019 20202017

97 244 396

3793

2949

1320

Tesla sales in Australia2

2,949
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Tesla Model 3
Image source: Tesla
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Ford F-150 Lightning

Image: Ford Motor Company



Porsche Taycan
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KEY 
FINDINGS

Image source: Porsche
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Consideration for EVs is high on carsales. 
However, strong consideration of EVs by survey 
respondents, did not translate into EV ownership.

of survey respondents have 
considered purchasing an EV— 
a decrease of 5 percentage 
points since 2019.

Strong EV consideration, 
low sales conversion

of survey respondents 
have purchased an EV—
underscoring the existence 
of key barriers to adoption.

Source: carsales Loop survey, Electric Vehicle Survey, 
16–23 February, 2021, (n=1102).

47%

Only 3%

1.



Sources: 1carsales Loop survey, Electric Vehicle Survey, 16–23 February, 2021,  
EV consideration 2021 (n=1102), 1–7 June, 2019 (n=1144); preventing purchase (n=1068). 
2Google Gearshift 2020 study, (n=500).
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Poor EV sales conversion for carsales survey respondents, 
was also evident in the results of Google’s survey of 
Australian consumers. Only 1% of respondents that 
considered an EV in the Google survey, purchased one.2

No, I haven’t 
considered it

Yes, I currently 
own one 

(or have owned one)

Yes, I have 
considered it but 

haven’t purchased

46%
50%

52%

47%

2% 3%

2019

2021

Have you ever considered purchasing an EV?1



Source: carsales Loop survey, Electric Vehicle Survey, 16–23 
February, 2021, EV consideration 2021 (n=1102), 2019 (n=1144); 
preventing purchase (n=1068).
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What is preventing you 
from purchasing an EV?

Price. I want a Tesla but I can get 
much cooler cars for the same 
amount of money.

Happy with 
a hybrid for 
distance travel.

Nowhere to plug it in 
where I live. Car is kept 
on the street.

The cost and lack of 
charging options.

I need a tough vehicle that can 
carry tools, tow heavy trailers, 
and travel long distances.

No electric 
dual cab 
4WD utes.

Not enough choices and too 
expensive. I can’t park my car 
next to a power outlet.

I don’t know 
how proven 
they are yet.
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Source: carsales onsite survey, Electric Vehicle survey, 11–14 May, 2021, (n=749).

EV consideration by age group

Yes, I currently own one (or have owned one)

Yes, I have considered but haven’t purchased

No, I haven’t considered it

75%

69%

Under 24 25–34 35–44 45–54 55–64 65+
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of survey respondents aged 
25–34 have considered 
purchasing an EV.

75%

Source: carsales onsite survey, Electric Vehicle survey, 
11–14 May, 2021, (n=749).

Consideration for EVs 
varies greatly by age

of survey respondents aged 24 
or under are yet to consider the 
purchase of an EV.

69%



Sources: 1carsales Loop survey, Electric Vehicle Survey, 16–23 February, 2021 (n=519); 
2019 (n=594). 2Google Gearshift 2020 study, (n=456).
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This sentiment correlates with Google’s survey, 
where 44% of consumers cited high cost  
as the biggest barrier to EV adoption.2 

However, in the carsales survey, both initial 
purchase cost and vehicle range decreased in 
concern when compared to the 2019 results 
of the same survey—falling five and seven 
percentage points respectively.

The top two EV consideration factors, 
according to survey respondents:

Initial cost, range anxiety 
top consideration factors

Initial purchase cost1 Vehicle range1

42% 39%

2.
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Availability of charging stations was also less of a concern in 
2021 compared to 2019, indicating that survey respondents 
were more informed about charging options available to them.

What are your top 5 factors when 
thinking about an EV?

Initial 
purchase cost

Vehicle range

Vehicle 
performance

Availability of 
charging stations

Fuel economy / 
cost to charge

47%

42%

46%

39%

31%

24%

17%

18%

21%

26%

2019

2021

Source: carsales Loop survey, Electric Vehicle Survey, 
16–23 February, 2021 (n=519); 2019 (n=594).
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With few moving parts, lifetime maintence costs for an 
EV are expected to be around 50% of an ICE vehicle.1

However, survey respondents noted uncertainty 
around EV running costs and maintenance.

Among key cost concerns:

Cost worries extend outside 
of initial purchase

of survey respondents cited 
uncertainty around the cost 
of replacing an EV battery.2

of survey respondents were 
uncertain about ongoing 
unexpected expenses 
specific to EVs.2

70%

50%

Source: 1https://advocacy.consumerreports.org/wp-content/
uploads/2020/09/Maintenance-Cost-White-Paper-9.24.20-1.pdf  
2carsales onsite survey, Electric Vehicle survey, 11–14 May, 2021, (n=608).

Image source: Kia

Kia Niro EV Sport
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Hypothetically, if you were considering buying 
an EV in the future, what aspects of the cost 
would you be most uncertain about?  
(select all that apply)

Replacing 
the battery

Initial 
purchase cost

Installing a 
charger in my 

home/work

Ongoing 
unexpected 

expenses

Maintenance/
servicing

Replacement 
parts

Other

70%

68%

64%

50%

38%

38%

11%

Source: carsales onsite survey, Electric Vehicle survey, 
11–14 May, 2021, (n=608).



Source: carsales Loop survey, Electric Vehicle Survey, 16–23 February, 2021; 
Consideration and affordability (n=1068).
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Given cost concerns, unsurprisingly, 65% of survey respondents 
indicated that they would be more likely to get behind the wheel 
of an EV as they become more affordable.

Yes No I’m not sure

65%

16%
19%

Would you be more likely to consider an EV in 
the future as they become more affordable?
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Recharging an EV while out on the road takes significantly 
more time than refuelling an ICE vehicle at a petrol station.

Charging times will vary according to a number of factors 
including the power output of the charging device used to 
replenish the battery, the speed of the vehicle’s on-board 
charger to draw power from the power source, the storage 
capacity of the battery, and how depleted the battery is.

‘Fast’ expectations around charging

of survey respondents 
expect it to take an 
hour or less to add 
200km to the driving 
range of an EV.

67%

Source: carsales onsite survey, Electric Vehicle survey, 
11–14 May, 2021, (n=634).

5 mins 15 mins 1 hour 4 hours 8+ hours

35%

23%

11%

21%

9%



What are your expectations around the cost 
of charging an EV?

It would work out 
more expensive than 
the cost of refuelling 

with petrol/diesel

It would work out 
about the same as 

refuelling petrol/diesel

It is cheaper than 
the cost of refuelling 

with petrol/diesel

9%

16%

75%

Consumers understand charging savings

of survey respondents expect the 
cost of charging an EV to be cheaper 
than refuelling an ICE vehicle.

75%

Source: carsales onsite survey, Electric Vehicle Survey, 
11–14 May, 2021, (n=591).
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Currently, the Australian EV market is hampered by a lack of 
affordable EV options, with consumers forced to pay a price 
premium for EV models over ICE equivalents.

The most affordable brand new EV for sale, the MG ZS EV 
available at $43,990 drive away, is over $10,000 more than 
MG’s near-identical ZST Essence petrol turbo vehicle, priced 
from $32,990 drive away.

EV price premium

Image source: MG

MG ZS EV
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MG ZS EV (SUV) 
drive away from $43,990

Nissan Leaf (Hatch) 
drive away from $53,190–$64,990

Hyundai IONIQ (Hatch) 
drive away from $53,531–$57,739

MINI Hatch (Hatch) 
drive away from $61,367–$68,845  

Hyundai Kona (SUV) 
drive away from $67,107–$71,125 

Kia Niro (SUV) 
drive away from $67,490–$70,990

Just 14 EV models are available to purchase brand new on the 
carsales New Car Showroom, with no options under $40,000:

There’s a lack of choice and affordable 
EV options for Australian consumers 

Source: carsales New Car Showroom, June 2021, drive away prices based on 
3000 postcode.
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Tesla Model 3 (Sedan) 
drive away from $67,911–$101,815

BMW i3 (Hatch) 
drive away from $80,833

Mercedes-Benz EQA (SUV) 
drive away from $84,120

Jaguar I-PACE (SUV) 
drive away from $143,363–$171,985

Mercedes-Benz EQC (SUV) 
drive away from $152,070–$158,391

Audi e-tron (SUV) 
drive away from $153,041–$177,689 

Porsche Taycan (Sedan) 
drive away from $218,224–$379,644 

Porsche Taycan (Wagon) 
drive away from $229,777–$306,295

Source: carsales New Car Showroom, June 2021, drive away 
prices based on 3000 postcode.
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Australians drove out of new vehicle showrooms in increasing 
numbers in May 2021—and it was primarily in SUVs and utes.

Small, medium and large SUVs accounted for 53% of all new 
vehicle sales in Australia, while utes accounted for 23%—
leaving passenger cars such as sedans and hatches to make 
up just 20% of the new car market.

In May, the Toyota HiLux ute topped the sales chart, followed 
by the Ford Ranger ute, Toyota RAV4 SUV, Isuzu D-Max ute 
and Toyota LandCruiser SUV.

The new car sales results in May highlighted the disconnect 
between the preferred body styles of consumers purchasing 
an ICE vehicle, and those available to purchase in EV form.

Indeed, no EV utes or large SUVs with off-road capabilities, 
are available to purchase in Australia.

Lack of popular body styles 
impacts EV adoption

Source: FCAI VFACTS new car sales report, May 2021.
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Ford F-150 Lightning,  
unavailable to pre-order in Australia.

Image source: Ford
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Image source: BYD Auto

BYD Han
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Source: https://www.iea.org/reports/global-ev-outlook-2021/
trends-and-developments-in-electric-vehicle-markets

Number of EV models available 
to purchase

CHINA EU USA AUSTRALIA

149

42

18 14

Note: Includes battery EVs only.
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While the Victorian government recently 
announced a subsidy of up to $3000 to purchase 
a new EV priced below $68,740,1 in the main, 
subsidies available in many overseas countries 
are not present in the Australian marketplace. 

With initial purchase cost listed as the most 
important EV consideration factor, surveyed 
consumers indicated that the possible introduction 
of financial incentives by governments, similar to 
those available overseas, would influence their 
behaviour and accelerate EV uptake.

Financial incentives 
could lift EV sales

of survey respondents that have 
not considered an EV would be 
more likely to buy if government 
subsidies were made available.2

62%

Sources: 1https://www.energy.vic.gov.au/renewable-energy/zero-emissions-vehicles.  
2carsales Loop survey, Electric Vehicle Survey, 16–23 February, 2021, (n=549).

3.



Very
likely

Somewhat
likely

Somewhat
unlikely

Very
unlikely

Neither 
likely or 
unlikely

28%

34%

19%

13%

6%

35

Source: carsales Loop survey, Electric Vehicle Survey, 
16–23 February, 2021, (n=549).

How likely would you be to consider an EV, 
if the government offered subsidies?



Source: carsales Loop survey, Electric Vehicle Survey, 16–23 February, 2021, 
How much would you spend, (n=893).
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$20K – $40K

$40K – $60K

$60K – $80K

$80K – $100K

$100K+

Up to $20K

34%

9%

34%

6%

2%

13%

How much would you be willing to spend 
on your first EV?
(including set-up costs e.g. charging stations at home)
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of survey respondents would be 
willing to spend between $20,000–
$60,000 on their first EV, inclusive 
of home charging costs.1

This range is in line with the 
median delisted price for new cars 
on carsales of $39,790.2

Only three EVs are available in the 
$20,000–$60,000 range, of which 
just one is an SUV.

Sources: 1carsales Loop survey, Electric Vehicle 
Survey, 16–23 February, 2021, How much would 
you spend, (n=893). 2carsales internal data, 
January–December 2020.

68%
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Rivian R1T
Image source: Rivian

With a rich history of domestic vehicle 
manufacturing and ingrained car culture, brand 
loyalty has traditionally been a major factor in 
conventional vehicle purchases in Australia.

EV market ripe for conquest4.
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However, when it comes to the purchase of 
an emerging technology such as EVs, survey 
respondents were open to considering new 
brands. This is good news for new, EV-only brands 
destined to arrive on Australian shores.

of survey respondents are likely to 
change car brands to purchase an 
EV that meets their needs.1

of survey respondents that 
purchased an EV, changed 
car brands.2

Sources: 1carsales Loop survey, Electric Vehicle 
Survey, 16–23 February, 2021, (n=519).  
2carsales Loop survey, Electric Vehicle Survey, 
16–23 February, 2021, (n=94).

73%

76%
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40%43%

83%

TESLA

TOYOTA NISSAN

Which brands come to mind when you think of EVs?

Source: carsales Loop survey, Electric Vehicle Survey, 16–23 February, 2021, (n=1102).

Image source: Toyota
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Of these manufacturers,  
which did you know built EVs?

Tesla 97%

70%

47%

1%

Nissan

BMW

Hyundai

Porsche

Audi

Mercedes-
Benz

Jaguar

Mini

MG

Renault

Other

59%

59%

55%

48%

45%

27%

25%

20%

11%

Not aware 
of any

Source: carsales Loop survey, Electric Vehicle Survey, 
16–23 February, 2021, (n=1102).



Source: carsales onsite survey, Electric Vehicle survey, 11–14 May, 2021, (n=749).
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Survey respondents that converted to an EV sale 
were extremely satisfied with their purchase.

EV adopters don’t do a U-turn

of survey respondents that 
purchased an EV, were satisfied 
with their ownership experience.

are looking to purchase their next 
EV within the next 1–2 years.

97%

33%

Source: carsales Loop survey, Electric Vehicle Survey, 16–23 February, 2021, (n=34).

5.
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Jaguar I-PACE
Image source: Jaguar



Source: carsales onsite survey, Electric Vehicle survey, 11–14 May, 2021, (n=749).Image source: Volkswagen

Volkswagen ID.4

DEEP DIVE
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17% 17%

Under 
24

25–34 35–44 45–54 55–64 65+

Experienced car owners more 
concerned by EV charging, 
driving range

Availability and ease of charging 

Despite the ability to charge an EV at home, availability and 
ease of charging was a key concern across all age groups, 
but particularly for those aged 35–44 and 55–64. 

Source: carsales onsite survey, Electric Vehicle survey, 
11–14 May, 2021, (n=638).
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Under 
24

25–34 35–44 45–54 55–64 65+

18%

Driving range 

EVs are progressing at a rapid rate that means that some 
models are on par with—and can even eclipse—ICE vehicles 
in driving range, before needing to be recharged.

However, the survey revealed that EV driving range was still a 
big concern, especially for older consumers. 

18% of survey respondents aged 65+, identified driving range 
as a key consideration factor, compared to 13% of those aged 
24 and under. 

Source: carsales onsite survey, Electric Vehicle survey, 11–14 May, 2021, (n=638).
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Image source: Mazda

Mazda MX-30 Electric
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Image source: Hyundai

Hyundai IONIQ 5
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Emotional factors resonate more 
with younger consumers

Design

While some EV design cues can be polarising to those 
accustomed to ICE vehicles, looks is a greater consideration 
factor for younger consumers.

8% of survey respondents aged 24 or under considered looks, 
compared to 3% of those 65+.

Under 
24

25–34 35–44 45–54 55–64 65+

8%

Source: carsales onsite survey, Electric Vehicle survey, 
11–14 May, 2021, (n=638).
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Performance 

EVs are renowned for their instant torque that delivers fast 
acceleration off the mark, making them ideal to drive in 
urban environments.

EV driving performance was a more important consideration 
for survey respondents aged 24 and under, compared to 
those aged 65+.

Under 
24

25–34 35–44 45–54 55–64 65+

9%

Source: carsales onsite survey, Electric Vehicle survey, 11–14 May, 2021, (n=638).
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Sound 

The silent nature of EV operation is not universally admired 
across all age demographics. However, it’s not experienced 
vehicle owners that are most concerned about the absence 
of noise.

12% of survey respondents aged 24 or under are concerned 
about EVs being too quiet and prefer the sound of a 
conventional engine, compared to just 2% of those aged 65+.

Under 
24

25–34 35–44 45–54 55–64 65+

12%

Source: carsales onsite survey, Electric Vehicle survey, 
11–14 May, 2021, (n=638).
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Under 
24

25–34 35–44 45–54 55–64 65+

9%

Used EV purchasing a concern for 
younger consumers

Used EVs make up less than 1% of used cars available to 
purchase on carsales, with the lack of affordable second-
hand options impacting EV consideration and adoption by 
younger consumers.

of survey respondents 
aged 25–34 identified the 
ability to buy a used EV 
as a key concern.

9%

Source: carsales onsite survey, Electric Vehicle survey, 11–14 May, 2021, (n=638).
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Image source: Audi

Audi e-tron
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Refuelling behaviours out of 
step with EV ownership

Charging options are available for many consumers at 
home, at work, at shops, at car dealerships, and at a growing 
network of public charging stations. EV owners are advised 
to maintain vehicle charge between 20–80% of capacity to 
maximise battery health.1

The recharging behaviour required to best own and operate 
an EV is, however, out of step with the current behaviour and 
attitudes to refuelling ICE vehicles.

of survey respondents 
aged 65+ refuel when 
less than 1/4 of the fuel 
tank remains.2

of survey respondents 
aged 25–34 refuel once 
the fuel light displays.2

49% 32%

Sources: 1https://www.geotab.com/blog/ev-battery-health/  
2carsales onsite survey, Electric Vehicle survey, 11–14 May, 2021, (n=638).
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I routinely refuel once a week/fortnight

When the fuel light is on

When I see a low fuel price advertised

When it drops under 1/4 of a tank

Other

Under 24 25–34 35–44 45–54 55–64 65+

49%

32%

What is your most common trigger for refuelling?

Source: carsales onsite survey, Electric Vehicle survey, 
11–14 May, 2021, (n=638).



Source: carsales onsite survey, Electric Vehicle survey, 11–14 May, 2021, (n=749).
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Yes, I currently 
own one 
(or have owned one)

Yes, I have 
considered it but 
haven’t purchased

more concerned about the 
lack of sound from an EV.

Triggered to refuel by a low fuel price and when 
the vehicle drops under 1/4 of a tank remaining.

more concerned about the 
safety of an EV, compared 
to an ICE vehicle.

No, I haven’t 
considered it

3%

24 and under

28%

2.56X 2.39X

69%

EV consideration

Source: carsales onsite survey, Electric Vehicle survey, 11–14 May, 2021, (n=613). 
Filtered by age group and compared against average of respondent population.

Age demographic

Compared to the average of survey respondent population:
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24 and under

Average of survey 
respondent populationOther

EV longevity before 
replacement

Safety compared 
to an ICE vehicle

Sound (EVs 
are too quiet)

How good an 
EV looks

Ability to buy 
second hand

Initial 
purchase cost

Availability and 
ease of charging

Economy and 
charging cost

Environmental 
benefits

Maintenance 
costs

Performance

Driving range 
before recharging

Source: carsales onsite survey, Electric Vehicle survey, 11–14 
May, 2021, (n=613). Filtered by age group and compared against 
average of respondent population.

Main concerns when thinking about EVs



Source: carsales onsite survey, Electric Vehicle survey, 11–14 May, 2021, (n=749).
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Source: carsales onsite survey, Electric Vehicle survey, 11–14 May, 2021, (n=613). 
Filtered by age group and compared against average of respondent population.

Yes, I currently 
own one 
(or have owned one)

Yes, I have 
considered it but 
haven’t purchased

more concerned about 
the ability to purchase 
an EV second hand.

Triggered to refuel when 
the vehicle’s fuel light is on.

more concerned about how 
good an EV looks, and the 
lack of sound from an EV.

No, I haven’t 
considered it

0%

25–34

75%

1.41X 1.14X

25%

EV consideration

Age demographic

Compared to the average of survey respondent population:
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Source: carsales onsite survey, Electric Vehicle survey, 11–14 
May, 2021, (n=613). Filtered by age group and compared against 
average of respondent population.

Other

Safety compared 
to an ICE vehicle

Economy and 
charging cost

Driving range 
before recharging

EV longevity before 
replacement

Sound (EVs 
are too quiet)

How good an 
EV looks

Ability to buy 
second hand

Initial 
purchase cost

Availability and 
ease of charging

Environmental 
benefits

Maintenance 
costs

Performance

25–34

Average of survey 
respondent population

Main concerns when thinking about EVs



Source: carsales onsite survey, Electric Vehicle survey, 11–14 May, 2021, (n=749).
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Source: carsales onsite survey, Electric Vehicle survey, 11–14 May, 2021, (n=613). 
Filtered by age group and compared against average of respondent population.

Yes, I currently 
own one 
(or have owned one)

Yes, I have 
considered it but 
haven’t purchased

more concerned about EV 
economy and charging cost.

Triggered to refuel when the vehicle 
drops under 1/4 of a tank remaining.

more concerned about 
how good an EV looks.

No, I haven’t 
considered it

2%

35–44

68%

1.21X 1.14X

30%

EV consideration

Age demographic

Compared to the average of survey respondent population:
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Source: carsales onsite survey, Electric Vehicle survey, 11–14 
May, 2021, (n=613). Filtered by age group and compared against 
average of respondent population.

Sound (EVs 
are too quiet)

Economy and 
charging cost

How good an 
EV looks

Maintenance 
costs

EV longevity before 
replacement

Availability and 
ease of charging

Other

Safety compared 
to an ICE vehicle

Driving range 
before recharging

Initial 
purchase cost

Environmental 
benefits

Performance

Ability to buy 
second hand

35–44

Average of survey 
respondent population

Main concerns when thinking about EVs



Source: carsales onsite survey, Electric Vehicle survey, 11–14 May, 2021, (n=749).
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Source: carsales onsite survey, Electric Vehicle survey, 11–14 May, 2021, (n=613). 
Filtered by age group and compared against average of respondent population.

Yes, I currently 
own one 
(or have owned one)

Yes, I have 
considered it but 
haven’t purchased

more concerned about 
EV maintenance costs, 
such as servicing.

Triggered to refuel when the vehicle 
drops under 1/4 of a tank remaining.

Compared to the average of survey respondent population:

more concerned about 
initial EV purchase cost.

No, I haven’t 
considered it

2%

45–54

54%

1.12X 1.1X

44%

EV consideration

Age demographic
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Source: carsales onsite survey, Electric Vehicle survey, 11–14 
May, 2021, (n=613). Filtered by age group and compared against 
average of respondent population.

Safety compared 
to an ICE vehicle

Sound (EVs 
are too quiet)

Ability to buy 
second hand

How good an 
EV looks

Maintenance 
costs

EV longevity before 
replacement

Driving range 
before recharging

Initial 
purchase cost

Availability and 
ease of charging

Other

Economy and 
charging cost

Environmental 
benefits

Performance

45–54

Average of survey 
respondent population

Main concerns when thinking about EVs



Source: carsales onsite survey, Electric Vehicle survey, 11–14 May, 2021, (n=749).
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Source: carsales onsite survey, Electric Vehicle survey, 11–14 May, 2021, (n=613). 
Filtered by age group and compared against average of respondent population.

Yes, I currently 
own one 
(or have owned one)

Yes, I have 
considered it but 
haven’t purchased

more concerned about how 
long an EV will last before 
needing to be replaced.

Triggered to refuel when the vehicle 
drops under 1/4 of a tank remaining.

Compared to the average of survey respondent population:

more concerned about 
EV driving range before 
recharging.

No, I haven’t 
considered it

1%

55–64

53%

1.22X 1.15X

46%

EV consideration

Age demographic
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Source: carsales onsite survey, Electric Vehicle survey, 11–14 
May, 2021, (n=613). Filtered by age group and compared against 
average of respondent population.

Other

Ability to buy 
second hand

EV longevity before 
replacement

Maintenance 
costs

Initial 
purchase cost

How good an 
EV looks

Environmental 
benefits

Performance

Safety compared 
to an ICE vehicle

Sound (EVs 
are too quiet)

Availability and 
ease of charging

Economy and 
charging cost

Driving range 
before recharging

55–64

Average of survey 
respondent population

Main concerns when thinking about EVs



Source: carsales onsite survey, Electric Vehicle survey, 11–14 May, 2021, (n=749).
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Source: carsales onsite survey, Electric Vehicle survey, 11–14 May, 2021, (n=613). 
Filtered by age group and compared against average of respondent population.

Yes, I currently 
own one 
(or have owned one)

Yes, I have 
considered it but 
haven’t purchased

more concerned about 
EV driving range before 
recharging.

Triggered to refuel when the vehicle 
drops under 1/4 of a tank remaining.

Compared to the average of survey respondent population:

more concerned about EV 
economy and charging cost.

No, I haven’t 
considered it

3%

65+

57%

1.2X 1.1X

40%

EV consideration

Age demographic
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Other

EV longevity before 
replacement

Safety compared to 
an ICE vehicle

Sound (EVs 
are too quiet)

How good an 
EV looks

Ability to buy 
second hand

Initial 
purchase cost

Availability and 
ease of charging

Economy and 
charging cost

Environmental 
benefits

Maintenance 
costs

Driving range 
before recharging

Performance

65+

Average of survey 
respondent population

Source: carsales onsite survey, Electric Vehicle survey, 11–14 
May, 2021, (n=613). Filtered by age group and compared against 
average of respondent population.

Main concerns when thinking about EVs
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EV reviews, news and advice

Consumers use online destinations they know and 
trust to learn more about the automotive industry’s 
transition to EVs, and the effect of this on their future 
vehicle ownership and mobility.

carsales provides comprehensive EV-specific reviews, 
news and advice to empower consumers to make an 
informed decision around purchasing, owning and 
enjoying an EV. This content includes information 
pertaining to recharge times and recharge costs, 
battery life, EV safety, EV reviews and usage tests, and 
news about forthcoming models.

year-on-year increase in 
page views for carsales 
EV reviews, news and 
advice content.

Source: carsales internal data, January–March 
2021 vs January–March 2020.

134%
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Across the same period, the carsales Editorial team 
published over 130 pieces of EV content to carsales.com.au 
—almost double that published in the same period of 2020, 
and 5x times that of 2019.1

The increase in published EV content on carsales reflects 
the pace with which the automotive industry is moving to an 
electrified future, and growing consumer demand for EV-
related information.

Indeed, consumer interest and concerns pertaining to EV 
affordability, charging, maintenance and features such as 
range, were noted by Google as in-demand information in 
its survey findings.

87% of EV intenders in the Google survey cited the need 
for online information to help them better understand EV 
affordability.2

Google survey results also highlighted that third party 
reviews, test drives and comparison tests, were the top 
information source for EV learning and discovery.2

Sources: 1carsales internal data, January–March 2021 vs January–March 2020. 
2Google Gearshift 2020 study, (n=44).
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8April 1st

This is your guide to EVs and plug-in hybrids 
available in Australia, and how far they can run...

Which electric cars have the 
longest driving range?

1011ADVICE

9April 7th

Their high-tech nature doesn’t mean EVs are more 
complex in their mechanical make-up than...

How do electric cars work?

5ADVICE

2April 13th

If you’re thinking about buying an EV, there are 
some positive and negatives to consider

Pros and cons of owning an 
electric car

8ADVICE

14April 19th

Buying an eco-friendly electric vehicle doesn’t have 
to mean a stultifying experience behind the wheel 

Will I enjoy driving an EV?

8ADVICE

Latest ArticlesElectric Car Advice Articles found

business.carsales.com.au72
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Key carsales EV advice

Dummies’ guide to electric vehicles

How to charge your electric car for free

What is my used electric car worth?

How do electric cars work?

Will I enjoy driving an EV?

Pros and cons of owning an electric car

How much does it cost to maintain an electric car?

What sort of plug does my electric car take?

How to take care of your electric car’s battery

How long does it take to charge an EV?

Which electric cars have the longest driving range?

How safe are electric cars?
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EVs for purchase

Key indicators of consumer consideration and interest for EVs 
on carsales, such as views and enquiries, increased between 
January–March 2021, compared to the same period in 2020.

Consumer shopping behaviour on carsales mirrors the result 
of consumer sentiment surveys, with onsite consideration 
(views) for EVs accelerating faster than opportunities for sales 
conversion (enquiries) by Australian car dealers and brands.

carsales onsite 
metric

New EVs  
for sale

Used EVs  
for sale

Views    29%    62%

Enquiries    17%    19%

Source: carsales internal data, January–March 2021 vs January–March 2020.
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Warranty from first registration: 5 years / Unlimited km
Regular service interval: 20000 km / 12 months
Customer Assistance: 5yr Roadside Assist

Your new MG ZS EV comes with great benefits

MG

AC105kW
Electric Motor

SUV
Body Type

Blue
Colour

263 km
Range

SAVE

Please enter full number shown, incl. area 
code

Car Code: 1057

07 5635 0204

Call the dealer
?

Send Enquiry

Comment or Message

PostcodePhone No.

Email

Full Name

Enquire on this car

Drive Away

$43,990
Have a similar car to sell?   Sell it yourselfNew Car - In Stock Now - Queensland

2020 MG ZS EV Essence Auto MY21

SaveShow more cars like this

Sell my carJoinSign InHelp & Our SitesNews & ReviewsResearchSell My CarNew Car ShowroomCars For Sale
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Our company

Founded in 1997, carsales.com Ltd is the number one online 
automotive classifieds business in Australia with a growing 
global presence in Asia and Latin America. carsales.com Ltd 
also operates a number of market leading websites in non-
automotive verticals including motorcycles, boats, caravans, 
trucks and heavy machinery.

We seek to empower our customers, making buying and 
selling vehicles as easy as possible for everyone—consumers, 
dealers and manufacturers alike. Headquartered in 
Melbourne, Australia, carsales employs approximately 1,200 
people across the world and is a member of the S&P/ASX100.



Automotive insights,  
business tips and industry news

business.carsales.com.au

Image source: Audi

Audi e-tron

https://business.carsales.com.au/
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If you’d like to know more about the study 
or have any questions, please contact:

Deb Heaphy
General Manager,  
Customer Advocacy & Research,  
carsales.com Ltd

deb.heaphy@carsales.com.au

David Toscano
Trade Content Editor,  
carsales.com Ltd

david.toscano@carsales.com.au

Contact us

mailto:deb.heaphy@carsales.com.au
mailto:david.toscano@carsales.com.au
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business.carsales.com.au

Everything
you auto know


